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enough sections to meet the demand."
has caused a problem in meeting the requirement.
The foreign language department e-specially has been . Sharon Sorrow, secretary of the foreign language
feeling the strain. It has increased its enrollment from department at Valencia Comm~ity College, West
A committee appointed by UCF Provost Dr. Richard roughly 600 students to 2,600 students in the last four Campus, said she has been getting a lot of calls from
Astro will soon be reviewing the entire foreign lan- years. Also, the number of majors and minors has UCF students who can't get into foreign language
guage requirement.
.
practically doubled - which "is more than most de- classes at UCF. She said that they are all coming to
The committee will discuss some options for ways to partments can handle," said Dr. Phillip Crant, acting VCC and filling up their 'classes.
According to Lillie, out of the 1,809 graduating
meet the foreign language requirement and whether or chair of the foreign languages and literatures departseniors last spring, about 80 students registered as
ment.
not the requirement should be kept.
Theuniversity'sforeignlanguagerequirementstates
One solution would be to drop the· requirement transients. Transient students take courses at other
that students seeking a Bachelor of Science degree altogether, though the chance of that happening is institutions for credit at UCF. Lillie said that not all of
must demonstrate proficiency equal to one year of highly remote. According to Stuart Lillie, dean of these students did so to take foreign language classes,
college level instruction in a foreign language. Bachelor undergraduate studies, more feasible solutions might but that a "great many" did.
University policy states that graduating students
of Arts seekers must demonstrate proficiency equal to be to make the requirement one year for everyone, not
just for B.S. students; or perhaps to accept passing must earn their last 30 semester hou.r s in regular
three semesters .
This requirement can be met either by passing the gr~des in high school language classes to count toward courses at UCF. However, in some cases, a students can
get waivers.
appropriate number of courses or by passi:ng the profi- the university proficiency requirement.
ciency exam.
David Dees, assistant dean of arts and sciences,
However, some teachers say UCF's high enrollment said, "It is clear that the univers~ty is not offering
REQUIRMENTS continued page 5
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Debate erupts in SG

•

over ballot ·signing
by Bill Cushing
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

'
To sign or not to ·sign.
That was the question, or
rather the debate, that ·reigned
during UCF s 23rd Student Senate meeting
Sunday.
T h e
problem began when
Mark DoStudent
goli, SG vice
Government
president
and chair of the senate, and
Sen. David Mann, president pro
tempore, both had differently
worded versions of a similarly
numbered biU. The resolutions,
numbered 23-69, were drawn
up to clarify ambiguities existingin constitutional procedures

regardingSGconfirmation votes
of presidential appointees.
The debate occupied much of
the three hour meeting, even interferingwith the eventual confirmation of Jodi LaCost to the post
of Elections Commissioner.
The debate surrounding the
procedur~ itself began at the
start of the month when Emily
Rado was a candidate for Chief
Justice.
Confusion began when it
canie time to vote. Mann called
for those present to vote without signing their ballots, citing
chapters 303.3 and 304 of SG's
Legislative Branch statutes. He
maintained that, according to
those chapters, senators were
not required to sign secret balSG continued page 5
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WATCHING YOU
· UCF police officer Jeannett Bratburd patrols the campus on Aug. 23. Friday marked
the third day of the new UCF bicycle patrol system. Charles K. Morrow/TCFF)
Mon. -Thur.

7:45 a.m. - midnight

Friday

7:45 a.m. -

6 p.m.

Saturday

9:00 a.m. -

5 p.m.
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Student wins bronze.star for bravery
by Abdul Rahmon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

.Duringtlie GulfWar crisis, UCFs own lstLt.
Jerry Biller and 4ofhis19 men were awarded the
Bronze Star, for their bravery in combat.
According to reports, Biller's mission was to
survey the Iraqi territory and find a safe route in
which the brigade could successfully move in
vehicles to battle the opposing forces.
Billers unit was supposed to land in a

predesignated area However the area was already
occupied by Iraqi troops. Therefore, Biller's unit landed
6 miles from another Iraqui camp. Billers ability to
remaincalmandkeephisbearings,despitethedirect
fire he and his men were under, resulted in him and
his men being choosen to recieve this award.
In an over the phone interview, Biller told the
Sarasota-Herald Tribune, that the pilot sa.,id '1ake it.
or leave it"
BRAONZE STAR .continued page 4
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Join AT&T Student Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
t Th1s service 1s available for oft.campus students only.
·1n addition, campus residents may place direct·d1aled calls using university and AT&T ACUS5 M Service.
· ' Good tor one hour of d1rect·dialed, coast·to·coast. night and weekend calling, based on pnces etfechve
2/16/91. Otfer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Cerrilica /e per student. Ofter valid through June 30. 1992.
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Internship inspires
student to diplomacy
by Jennifer Schutte
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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While most students were
attending summer school or
working their vacation away at
local grocery stores, Linda Lee
Torres found herself in the experience of a lifetime.
She and seven other stud en ts from Texas, New
York,
California and
Florida, had the opportunity
to work in a public policy
internship at the Florida
Governor's Office of Hispanic Affairs and in Washington D.C.
Torres, is a senior majoring
in anthropology.
Since the beginning of the
internship program in 1988,
30·college students have participated in. this summer program.
The internship was sponsored by the National Associ~
tion of Latino Elected and Appointed Officials CNALEO).
This is a national nonprofit, non-partisan Hispanic

organization, with corporate
funding provided by Shell Oil
Company.
Durin:gthe first four weeks of
the program, Torres worked for
NALEO in the governor's office.
She spent her fifth, and final,
we~k in Wa~hington with the
seven other participants.
She went to seminars, toured
the White House and met many
Hispanic congress representativesandotherimportantpolicy
makers. ·
Dr. Harry Pachon, National
Director of NALEO, sees this
annual summer internship as
a creative way for Hispanic
youth to learn the dynamics of
the American political process'.
The . internship influenced
Torres to pursue a career 'in
diplomacy, she said.
"I learned that anyone can
become a congressman
through hard work," Torres
said.
She encourages any inter~
ested Jlispanic student to get
involved with next year's program.

GOVERNOR PAL
The National Association of Latino Elected and Apppinted Officials brought Joseph
Pena, Governor's office, and Linda Torres, Orlando i_ntern, together. <courtesy1NALEO)

Four men dance, drop pants in front of sorority house
pants on July 14.
The automobile was·identified as a
white Toyota Tercel hatchback.
According to the report, the woman
Two cases of men exposing themselves to students on campus have
who witnessed the act said she bebeen reported in the past month
lieved it was a fraternity prank.
and a half.
Sgt. Sandra
A27-year-old man
McClendon said
was arrested last
that while these
types of crimes
month for exposing Don't overreact with laughter... a lot
are fairly comhimselfto two women of the time the motive is to shock
mon on campus,
on campus July 25.
DavidR Mears,25, you.
they are usually
of Orlando, was ardone by people
- Det!Sgt. Sandra McClendon
from off cain pus,
rested after one
Director of Crime Prevention
woman complained
not as a fraternity prank.
that he had exposed
his genitalia
another reported he had driven
"We generally just don't have that," she
through the parking lot with no clothes on.
said. "But we do have flashers and people who
According to the police report filed last expose themselves."
.
week, Mears did not stop for police until three
The crime is generally committed as a means
units forced him to pull up on the curb. He was for the flashers to draw·attention to themselves,
arrested for trespassing and was charged at she said. People who flashers expose themselves
large for exposing his sexual organs.
to should ''try to stay as calm as possible."
Also, a group of at least four males blared · ''You know, don't overreact with laughter
their car horn in front of the Pi Beta Phi and try to show this over.reaction that they're
sorority house, danced in their underwear and ·looking for, because a lot of the time the motive
then exposed themselves to one of the occu- is just to shock you."

by Sandra ·Pedicini
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HANG IN'
Anthony Wongshire, Nereida Clevidanes, Ciliana Vidal and
Raul Mendez hang out in the commons. (Char1~s K. MorrowrrcFF)

Crant said the situation is
not Teally that bad. He said the
· requirement is just.settling in.
Rather than having a "gross reaction" to investigate it, he said
everyone just needs to be patient a.n d give it time.
Dr. John Bush of the
registrar's office, said about 85
percent of UCF's enrollment
comes from transfer stude~ts.

Crant said the main problem
of overcrowding stems from the
great amount ofirresponsibility
on the part of these students.
"We feel that transfer students, with all their years at the
community colleges, should
·know to get the language requirement out of the way before
they enter a senior institution.
They are not informing themselves, and this irresponsibility
is puttingpressu.re on us. Ifjust
half of the A.A transfers ful-

filled their requirement at their
community colleges, we'd be
fine," Crant said.
.
The department is now offering 2 hour courses for students
with some previous or interrupted language study.
In addition, the proficiency
exam will be given more often,
three or four times in the first
eight Weeks. This would allow
students to drop the class as
soon as they pass the exam, and
leave more class space avail-

New art·studios, gallery, auditorium may open in late October
by Jennifer Burgess
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Visual Arts Building, part of the Art Complex
series, may open in a couple of months.
"The tentative occupancy of the building 1s scheduled for October 25," said Peter Newman, assistant
director of facilities planning.
The Visual Arts Building consists of several studios,
a gallery, an auditorium, administration rooms and art
history rooms.
The 13 studios comprise the most space and are
designed to have adequate lighting and easy student
access.

The art gallery will be used for both campus and
community art displays.
The auditoriums will be used for public recitals as
well as student lectures and recitals.
There will be three 25 seat rooms and one 50 seat
room. These will be used for art history lectures.
The buflding is located on the corner of Pegasus
Circle and Aquarius Agora Drive.
This is the first of a three phase p~ogram for an Art
Complex which will span over the next severalyears.
The second phase will be a School of Music and the last
phase will be a Performing Arts Center which will
include an Arts Museum.
"Funding is not available at the present time for

phase II, but it may be available in 1995 or 1996,"
Newman said.
.
The · area of the Visual Arts Building is 187 ,300
square feet. It is two levels high and has the same
orange-brown brick, windows and concrete accents as
other buildings on campus. It will also have round
columns, a (!overed patio, and a sculpture court.
The total cost for the building is $6. 7 million .
Accordingto the Design Submittal, the Art Complex
will "enhance the immediate campus area and emphasize the importance of the cultural aspects of the
university in relation to the community."
The architects for the building are VOAAssociat.es, Inc.
of Orlando. The construction company is H.J. High.
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BOR will finalize Arena opening
by Douglas Gilst rap
CENTRA L FLORIDA FUTURE

· . Th e new UCF Arena and
Track is ''th eoretically completed."
It will be officia11y complete
this week when the Board of
Regents conducts the formal
walk through.
Construction of the $12.2 million project began on Aug. 4, 1990
and was originally scheduled for
completion on July 5, 1991.
Ho wever, m inor delays
caused the completion date to
be extended until July 19, according to J.im Dor sey, president of PDR Archjtects Inc., architects for th e arena and track.
''The Arena is theoretically
completed, but we have not had
the formal walk through with

BRONZE STAR
FROM PAGE 1

"We made the best of what we had:
It's sort of a lonelyfeeling-scared
to death - that rrright describe it
somehow," Biller told the Tribune.
As a cadet in UCFs Army ROTC,

the Board ofRegents," said Joyce
Clampitt, associate vice-president for administration and finance.
The arena wiU provide much
needed space for UCFsAthletic
Department. The Arena's main
basketball court has four practice courts and a seating capacity of 4,486.
In addition to sporting events,
the Arena will be used for university functions. When used .
for non-sporting events, the
Arena has a total seating capacity of 5, 650.
Accordingto Clampitt, events
scheduled for the Arena include
graduation commencements,
lectures and entertainment.
''We are hoping to attract
events that will attract the community on to campus as well,"

Clampitt said.
The university is seeking an
arena management group to coordinate events at the Arena.
The track and field, scheduled to open a month after the
arena opens, incluqes a 400
meter track, as w~ll as a "world
class" soccer field.
Parking at the Arena may be
a problem with only a 200 car
parking lot. The lot was recently
completed at the Arena complex.
Dorsey said plans for an additional 700 to 800 parking
spaces are under construction
for the fall.
Eventually, the school may
build 2,000 to 3,000 spaces.
"Right now, the university
doesn't have the money to fund
that, but it's being looked into,"
Dorsey said.

Biller earned honorary awards
such as the Outstanding Soldiers
Award, Reserve Officers Association Medal, Sons ofthe American
Revolution Medal and the National Sojourners Medal
Having graduated high school
inl 983, Biller was an all around

athelete had 3 varsity letters in
wrestling, football and track.
ROTC administrative secretary
Betty Martin said Jerry is "a person always striving to be his best in
what he chooses." She said Biller is
the basic down to earth type. "He
was respected by his peers.
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FROM PAGE 1
lots taken to confirm appointments.
Some members ofthe senate dissented, insisting that secret ballot only meant that the vote
was not known at the time but was still recorded
in SG Senate records.
At that time, Dogoli insisted that he would not
recognize any votes thatcamein unsigned. Later,
Mann suggested that the statutes be shown to
members ofthe judicial branch for an interpretation.
Subsequently, the Legislative, Judicial and
Rules committee began discussions on the two
titles. The group reworded section 303.3 in order
to clarify any existing confusion as to the definition of a secret ballot. That bill had not been
presented to the senate floor. However, Mann
srud, ''We (the I.JR committee) came to an-agreement unanimously."
At the same time, Sen. Ken N abbe sponsored
a bill also numbered 23-69 and introduced by Sen.
firstname Simon. This version of the amendment
read that student senators could "at no time ...vote by
secret ballot." It also enacted a new section, 304.1,
which read that any secret ballots to confirm an
appointee "must be signed to be counted...and subsequently reported in the Journal."
While Dogoli maintruned that Mann's version
of the bi11 was inadmissible on the floor of the
senate because it was handwritten. On the .other
hand, Mann contended that "somewhere along
the line, someone decided to alter LJR's bill.
''This goes far beyond the ramifications of
whether or not we sign our ballots."
At that point, Mann made a motion to override
the chair's decision to introduce a bill other than
those drawn up by committee. ·
At the same time, Dogoli said he presented the
. original resolution to the Judicial Board. Its
decision was that votes, whether secret or not,
had to be recorded and, therefore, signed.
"Youaskedforanopinion," Dogoli toldMann.
"You got it and I'm enforcing it."

Mann maintained thatthefindingsofthejudicial
council were not binding since the senate had not
been found in violation of the constitution.
"I, for one, am not in favor -of his [Dogoli]
attempt at forcing his personal views on the
senate, which I fee] he is doing," Mann said. He
also srud no senatorial representative had been
present during the time of judicial review.
Eventually, SG senate members set a precedent by overruling both Dogoli and the Judicial
Council. It re-numbered the conflicting bills in
order to debate both during the same session.
''The issue at hand is clearing up the statute as
it's written now," Mann said, adding that senators need the option of unsigned ballots to avoid
potential reprisals from confirmation votes.
Nabbe responded that since elected officials at
both the state and federal level are responsible for
their votes, students should be no exception.
"This is fundamental to what we represent,"he
srud. "If we want our vote recorded in the journal,
we must sign."
.
He srud that, by signing votes, student senators are more accountable. "Ifa member ofyour cons ti tuency wants to look
up and find out how you vote, they should be able
to look it up," N abbe said.
·
"It's secret within this body at the time of the
vote," saidpJason DiBona, student body president,
who took the floor after Sen. Gary Marlar yielded
to him. He agreed withNabbe and told the senate,
''The bottom line is you're accountable to these
students. They elect you, they have the right to
know how you vote."
- Aft.er the vote, the bill introduced by the LlR
committee, was voted down by a vote ofl 4-6, while
Sen. Simon's bill, re-numbered 23-71, was approved,
13-7. In addition, the senate unanimously passed Bill
23-70 which enacted the definition of a majority vote
as one with a "minimum of fifty percent (50%) of the
votes/vote, plus one."
Before adjourning, the senate voted to meet at 4
p.m. on the first Sunday immediately following the
upcoming senatorial vote to be held on Sept.17-18. .
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UCF students should
invest in roller skates
for parking ease

August 27, 1991
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he University of Central Flori~a is a fine
school. The professors are well qualified, the
buildings are well kept up and the fees (even
though they seem high) are reasonable. Yet among
this high quality is a problem. Now this will seem
fairly trivial, but it can begin to annoy the most
solid of citiz~ns. This problem is parking.
It is quite simple to expla¥i; that is, there is not
lH'"~<;c>~ ?}'<.~:
, enough parking. Because there are not many
"-~r-J~
dorms on campus, one can note that most students
-~c.ol'-1~
must travel to the university via something other
-Sw~ CN1or-J
than feet.
~'~/ &;1i,.p~,,.i(r
One fine alternative is a bicycle. A plethora ef
students do use two wheels to get to UCF. Of
course it cloes rain quite often in Florida and one
· may want to use their car to avoid a downpour.
Also, the student may be enrolled in Speech 101
and be forced to wear expensive, non-bike riding
clothing on a particular day, again forcing them
Mark
use a mode of travel other than a selfpropelled two
wheeler.
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
Okay, a person could 'catch' the bus. A new bus . .
system has started along Alafaya Trail. This bus
ell, well, wel1. Another semester ~t wondergoes regularly through the apartment complex's
ful UCF, where the giant mouse meets
along Alafaya. But yet again, a person could have
fantasy land.
a meeting ·right after class and need to leave
Perhaps
a little intro would be appropriate. I've
immediately from campus. Or a person might
noticed
something
about The Future. In the past the
want to go the beach after their 9 a.m. class, and
opinion section leaned a little to the left (like the
again not want to wait for a h1 iR to take them home. tower in Pisa). I've offered my services· as a token
Both of the above-stated methods lead you to Republican. We'll see what happens.
realize that, at times, even if you do live close to
With this in mind I offer for your reading enjoycampus, you may need to bring a car onto campus. ment (or whatever you do with the paper), a little clue
So what can the student do; when after spending for those who are new on how to tell the difference
twenty minutes looking for a parking space real- between the classes. If you need anymore help than
izes that they are late for the only c ass they have this, pretend you know what you're doing and pray
today?
. the p~ople around you won't notice (this attitude·
Some students will be paying for their spaces. works ~m tests, too).
It's really not that complicated. Freshman start
There are 120 spaces for the affluent students who
wisb to pay by the hour; fifty cents an hour. This is things off. Freshman are the one's walking around
fineforthosestupidstudentswho.didn'tgetadecal with a 1,000 mile stare going "I don't think we're in
or have the money, but what about the rest of the
campus?
The rest of .the campus is being forced into
parking next to University Six Theaters. This is
sad considering the amount of money paid to have
Bowes
a parking space.
So now that the complaint is issued, what can
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
the university do about it?
One thing would be to begin immediate creation
few weeks from now, we'll all be witnessing
ofmoreirritatinglotslikeMallparking. Themain .
the long awaited conformation hearings of
problem is if you have a class 'in the Education
our next Supreme Court Justice.
building you may as well park next to the movie
As many analysts have assumed, the battle over
theater. That is not to mention the fact that the lot Clarence Thomas will more than likely be a clone of
is dirt.
that of Bork, as the Senate opposition attempts to
Another solution woµld be to begin construction knock.down Thomas as quickly as possible. Thomas
on a multi-level parking lot. Granted, this would will have the drudgery of answering to a grilling
not be immediate, but if put on a priority list, Senate committee, ~s if just having to look at it won't
be hard enough itself.
perhaps next year would be better.
But what may even be harder is the Senate
What makes the parking situation worse is the
committee
having to look at Thomas, for when they
administrations' apparent lack of interest in solvdo,
they'll
be
staring into one heck of a paradox - a
ing the problem. Every year at this time the
black minority who worked his way up the social
problem with parking is discussed in this forum. ladder, not using or abiding by the recipes drawn up
So maybe they've gotten to the point where they by-a liberal congress.
figure all they have to do is ignore it. They know tl;ie
It only makes perfect sense why Thomas hasn't
students can't do anything about it.
the most fond of views for the assistance programs
· Sadly, if this is the case, it's just another ex~ which attempt to augment civil liberties/right.s. The
ample of the larger a university gets, the less true legitimacy for upward mobility comes not from
responsive it is to the needs of its students snd how much a governmep.t can do for a minority, but
how much a minority can do for himself within the
more respnsive to their own parking needs.
Well, enough said about parking. The parkingis confoi.inds of the system.
These days, good roll models are somewhat hard to
bad, and we all know it. Hopefully ,those with the
find,
especially those who \tj.ll inspire a generation of
power to ticket will remember, because now begins
black youths. Some individuals have climbed to the
the season of tickets.
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We're not in Kansas anymore, Toto
James

,w

Kansas anymore, Toto."
Sophomores, on the other hand, have started to
get a handle on life in the big city. However, a tip for
all you Frosh, when you hear a soph saying "Follow
the yellow brick road" you may want to think about
it. Note, I did not say not to, but you may want to
think about it. If you decide to go, watch out for Toto.
Some of these sophomores are wefrd.
On a more maniacal note, you have juniors. They
are generally pissed offbecause they still got at least
two more years to go. You'll here them making
comments such as "I'll get you my pretty, and your
little dog too."
The next group is faced with the most base of
human emotions - fear. I'm talking of the ever
"popular" seniors. You will find them repeating over
and over ''There's no place like home."
Finally, a· question for the week: why are there
general education requirements in Florida? How
stupid does the legislature think we are? Stupid
legislation like this won't change (or quit coming)
until we decide to do something about it. Until we
start taking an activeinterestin state politics, we are
as stupid as the legislature. thinks we are.

Thomas sets minority precedence
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top of the ladder and have thankfully stayed there to
show you.n g blacks, and everyone else, that (and how)
it can be done. Some of these have come through
T.V. and music entertainment - Arsenio Hall and
M.C. Hammer. Some vented thorough the world of
sports - Reggie Jackson, Bo Jackson and Mike
Tyson. Now there~ a shining star out there , hoping
to set an example from the platform of governmentClarence Tho~as. Thomas is a minority who has set precedence. He
has climbed up through the system and achieved his
own success by individualism. He relied not on the
liberally advocated mandate, assistance programs of
government, but on himself. He is one who cooked up
his own recipe for success, just plain and simple. He
'has examined his capabilities and coupled them with
determination, loyalty and hard work.
With good roll models so few and far between,
Clarence Thomas is in every sense a minority.
So before a senate COip.mittee go.es out to hastily
knock down a very qualified appointee with questions over abortion and civil rights/liberties, they
should truly consider the demonstrative power of a
man such as Thomas. They should give young blacks,
as well as everyone else, another roll model to look up
t~
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Just as one generation was fortunate enough to
have Justice Thurgood Marshall as an appropriate
roll model for its time, this generation should be
blessed enough to have Clarence Thomas as theirs.
Ed Bowes is studying computer science.
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Boris shows he's a politician but not much of a leader

•

Roy Fuoco
SEEl"'G. THE· LIGHT

-

T

he failed coup last week in the Soviet Union
proved that democratic traditions are indeed
taking hold. But the proofis not that the people
stood up against the coup leaders. Rather, the proof
lies in the public's reaction to Boris Yeltsin in the
aftermath.
Although this experiment called democracy is still
·in its infancy in the Soviet Union, old Boris has
mastered that age-old American political tradition of
capitalizing on the accomplishments of others. Yeltsin
has successfully painted himself as the man who can
save Russia. But he has done nothing to better the
lives of the citizens. The fact that he could make the
statements that were critical of Mikhail Gorbachev
were because of what Gorbachev has accomplished.
In the aftermath of the coup, Yeltsin's actions have

•

•

shown him to be nothing more than just another
power-hungry politician.
Taking advantage of his increased popularity,
Yeltsin has tried to upstage Gorbachev in a push ·
forward independently. Also, this great spokesman for
freedom has temporarily closed six hard-line newspapers, including Pravda. Not that these. newspapers
were any great practitioners of solid journalism, but
Yeltsin's actions are disturbingjust the same.
There are two pressing problems in the Soviet
Union today-the economy and independence for the
republics-. By far the biggest problem in the Soviet
Union is its economy. A leader can either concentrate
on the economic problems, which if successful will
improve the lives of the people, or he can put his efforts
on the side of independence.
Our hero Boris has chosen to fight for independence, but it is not as noble as it sounds. Independence
for the republics does not mean the lives of the Russian
people (or the Latvians, Lithuanians, etc). What it does
mean is morepowerfor Boris- more power, more stature,

more ego gratification, but no solutions to the problems.
Havingindependenceisnotgoingtomakeanybody's
life better. At that, nationalism has been known to
cause more and worse problems thanitsolves. Yeltsin's
calls for independence for the republics takes the focus
off the need for a better standard of living,.
One can only guess what Gorbachev's motives were
since he became a leader. I never really trusted him,
nor do I trust him now. (Actually, it's unhealthy to fully
trust anybody in power.) But Gorbachev has been the
one who has had to make the tough decisions. He had
to keep the hard-liners in line long enough for longings
for freedom to take root in the pe9ple. And he was
successful in doing that-to Boris' advantage .
Yes, democracy lives in Russia. President Yeltsin
has chosen the easy way out like every good politician.
He has chosen to be the leader of the problem that has
the politically popular solution with no pain to the
people. But he is abdicating his role in the tougher
. problem that needs tough and possibly politically
unpopular solutions.
·

•

Why the modern guy fears the concept of commitment .

•

DaveBarrY
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES .

•

•

•

•
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T

oday, in our continuing series on
How Guys Think, we address the
painful issue of: Why Guys Won't
Make Commitments.
The fundamental question is: How can a
guy say he's "not ready" to make a permanent commitment to a woman with whom
he is obviously compatible; a woman with
whom he has been intimate for years; a
woman who once drove HIS dog to the
veterinarian.in HER new car when it (the
dog) started regurgitating violently after
eating an entire birthday cake, including
candles, that SHE made from scratch for
HIM (the guy), the result being that her car
will smell like a stadium restroom for the
next five years, at the end of which this guy
will probably STILL say he's "not ready"?
And how come the same guy was somehow capable, at
age 7, of committing himself to a lifelong, passionate,
win-or-lose relationship with the Kansas City Royals, who have never so much as sent him a card?
I bring this issue up because of a letter I received
from a woman named Suzanne, who's in love with a
guy named Gary. Recently, after a two-year relationship, Gary told Suzanne that he felt - this is classic
guy thinking - they should either break up or get
married, and naturally, being, "not ready,"he stopped
seeing her. So now Suzanne, according to her letter,
is depressed to the point of "lunging at any chocolate
within 20 feet."
"Dave," she writes, "I don't understand why some
men seem to have more access to automatic teller
machines than to their own emotions. Gary r eads
your column , so could you please write a piece about
the myth of "hearing bells"; or why guys hate to give
up their freedom; or h ow some guys wouldn't know a
good wife if she hit him on the head with her diaphragm."
Suzanne also asked me to ''hide subliminal messages in the column" to encourage Gary to make a
commitment .

.t 1199 1 Tri hum Media Services, Inc.
All Rights RoH1'ted

Of course as a professional journalist I would
never resort to psychological trickery (Gary! Marry
Suzanne!). But I do think we need to explore the
commitment problem, which has caused many women
to mistakenly conclude that men, as a group, have
the emotional maturity of hamsters. This is not the
case. A hamster is MUCH more capable of making a
lasting commitment to a woman, especially if she
gives it those little food pellets. Whereas a guy, in a
relationship, will consume the pellets of companionship, and he will run on the exercise wheel oflust; but
as soon as he senses the door of commitment is about
to close and trap him in the wire cage of true intimacy, he'll squirm out, scamper across the kitchen
floor ofuncertainty and hide under the refrigerator of
Non-Readiness.
·
This is natural behavior. (Give her a ring, Gary!) Guys
are born with a fundamental, genetically transmitted mental condition know to psychologists as: The
Fear That If You Get Married, Some Single Guy,
Somewhere, Will Be Having More Fun Than You.
Married guys assume that unmarried guys lead lives
of constant excitement involving Jacuzzis full of
international fash ion models, whereas in fact for

most unmarried guys the climax of the
typical evening is watching "America's
Most Alarming Criminals" while eating
onion dip straight from the container. This
is also true of MARRIED guys, but statistically they are far more likely to be using
a spoon.
Single guys rarely achieve this level of
domesticity, which is why they are unhappy. I base this statement on my bachelor friend Randall. At one time he and I
were bachelors together in an apartment
furnished entirely with piles of laundry
and a rabbit who drank beer. This was a
stimulating period in my life, characterized by a great deal of personal growth and
ex oration and illegal naked swimming.
But eventually I wisely settled down and
got married, whereas Randall never did.
So I called him to confirm that he is now
experiencing·a painful void in his life.
"Randall," I said. ''There must be a
painful void in your life caused by a lack of
intimacy an commitment."
"No there's not," said Randall.
(Don't listen to him, Garyl)

Of course Randall was making a brave effort to
hide his deep-rooted anguish.
"Ra~dall," I .said. "There is no need to hide your
deep-rooted anguish."
·
''What?" said Randall.
(Men have been getting married for millions of years, Gary!
Don't break the chain!)

Randall's pathetic self-delusion is typical of noncommitted guys. (Raymond L. Wombert ofToledo, Ohio, broke
the chain, and the next day was hit by a cement truck!) We can
only hope that, as men learn to get more in touch with
their feelings, they will overcome this foolish fear of
vulnerability and realize the benefits of meaningful
commitment. (Suzanne may have already won $10 million in
the Publishers Clearing House Sweepstakes!) I myself have
been married for 2,368 years, and can state without
hesitation that every single day has been more exciting and romantic than the one before. (My wife reads
this column.)
-Dave Barry appears Tuesdays in The Central
Florida Future.
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GREEK CORNER
PHI DELTA THETA
Welcome back everyone. Thanks to all who
stopped by the PHI DELT Table. Everyone
else, what are you waiting for? Come and
party with us, we are prime time! Pinecone,
move I! 111 !
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
.
Last nights party was outrageous monl Rush
·IS going great. New !itUdS nave found their way
to the best house on campus. Keep up the
teamwork and dedication brothers. Wednesday R&BI l.L.M.

·

Female Roommate Needed to share three
bedroom apt. Washer/Dryer$250mo.plus 1/
3 utilities. Call Becky 380-6116.
Female Roommate Wanted To Share Apt
With Same. 2BR/2BA, W/D, All The Amenities. $310/mo + 1/2 Utilities, Deposit.
Altamonte Area. 291-6729. Please Leave
Message.
ROOMtlf.A TE WANTED- N/S responsible,
neat, W/D, some. furn, more. Suburbs home
near UCF. $250+113, "'1ark 678-3600
Female to share home-own bed & bath in-

clude~ rent utilities phone &water. Only $275other pluses 365-63§0
Female Roommate-non smoker to share
home $275 monthly· Call 9-4 365-6611 or
after 5 281-0042 Ask for. Gloria

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
WOW! Another Showcase Rush. Setting a
precedent AGAIN. Rushees don't miss out. _ Roommate to share a 2BD2BR New duplex,
Tonight-UDR Casino Nite 8-12;' Wed Nite2 miles to UCF, Completely furnished except
Black 'N Gold House Blowout. Remember,
your room must be clean, Call Bill 679-4812
Brick House. SIG EP-I.<l>E
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey E's! Sounds like everyone has a great
summer. Congrats ladies on a great rush. ZfA
nice house, who came up with the window
idea? Rush! Rush! Rush! So far, so good
Botyos. Tonight is Comedy night, Jerry watch
those one liners! LAE PRIDE, IT SHOWS !

.
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CLUB INFO .
Student Accounting Society will have its first
meeting on Sept.3rd at 3pm in Room 121 in
the BA Bldg. All accounting majors are encouragect to attend. All are welcome.
PAINTBALL CLUB
It's about time UCF has ns own Pain tball Club!
Jungle Bunnies and Old hands equally Welcome. Teams being orgaAized now. Call 3658406.

&washer dryer ho.okup, very close to UCF, only
5 min away , call John Harris at 658-1215

.

.

FORRENT
•

•

.
.
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Bedroom/bath 5 miles from UCF $250/mo
cozy country home/female only
non-smoker call 365-7762/660-0343 x306
Room for rent in Chuluota $130 mo+ Utilities
Kitchen Use AC 365-5796

212 apt near UCF Wash/Dry, fans, dish-

FORSAi.E
.
.
.

NX-125motorcycle,1989, alee.start, 3,500 mi,
$1100 656-8813
Couch , loveseat, chair - $200
Coffee table & end tables - $50
Microwave stand - $10
Sharon L - 425-3663 day - 299-5794 nite

,

Desk-metal, 4-drawer, good cond.-$60 Call
366-4912

Desk and Chair for.sale. Good condition. Plenty
NEW, STILL IN BOX IBM CLONE, MUST
of drawer space and room for books on built in . SELL 286/386, 40 MB HARD DRIVE S!VGA
shelf. $40 Call 282-921.6.
FLOPPY 3.5 &5.25 MIKE 671-1067
Tl-81 Graphics Calculator, wtinstr. book, used
only 1 sem . Call Mark: 788-2657. $75.

Camera 35mm MinoltaX700 with 50mm lens
$170 679-4812

HOUSE FOR SAlE: 3 bdrm 2 bath. In Alafaya
Woods sut:idivision in CNiedo Fireplace, vaulted
ceilings, ceiling fans, water softener, electric
garage door opener. 5 yrs old. $4600 down,
asking $92,000. 30 yr assumable mortgage.
This one will sell fastl 292-6351 Broker._

Lawn mower Mµrry 22"$40 281-7403

Computer 286 turbo 20 meg Hard 5 1/4 Floppy
Monitor IBM Rr.oPrinter and Keyboard incl.
Computer table and Printer Paper Software
inc. Word Perfect 5.1 Harvard Graphics Lotus
123 with Always Must Sell $650 OBO
Also Beginner Golf Clubs $50
Nishiki Touring Bike $100
Call 678-5052 Leave Message
Computer Printer: IBM Quietwriter With Tractor
Feed (Good Condition) With Paper ribbons,
Printheads. Call 823-2839or365-6974.Ask for
Fred. $225

Sherwood Forest
3 bdrm-2bth r..Jow Available Duplex Includes:
Washer/Dryer Large Kitchen and Living Area
Front + Back Yard 1-2 miles from UCF $650
per month Call Graham 422-3080 875-3205

• •

~
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. AUTOS

·

TYPING SERVICES-call.Nancy at 679-4006.
WP.EDITING : APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Volkswagon Rabbit'84 - Super Condition, Al
C, Very Economical, Silver $2200 Call 3631158 Ask for Erika
DODGE CHARGER 1987 2DR, auto, AC,
61 ,000 miles, $3,500/offer 656-8813

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing,
Fast*Professional* Accurate
PROFESSIONAL PC SERVICES 380-7429

Refrigerator- GE 3.6 cu. ft., TOP condition,
perfect for dorm life,multi-posirion shelves, ice
tray compartment, ONLY $125! Call 823-4392

GET IT DONEi
Wordprocessing; Proofreading; Editing Macintosh-Letter Perfect -Very Reasonable Rates
366-8236
.

Driver and Vehicle Detailer, part time, flexible
hours, 5-15 hours per week, must have good
driving record $7 per hr. , will train, call M-F, 3
to 5 pm only, l.P.S. 407-898-7079.

Oviedo area almost new 312 home, big lot,
$3,500 down, 520 per mo. Also LakeFront Lot
$29,000, $2,500 down. Plus Lake Access Lot
$14,900, $2,000 down Broker 644-8256
_MALE& FEMALE PERFORMERS WANTED
A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM STUfor new musical show. Talented amateurs &
DENT CENTER RM 214
81 Yamaha 400 Special good condition $650 or
students considered. Call (904) 343-5336 or
best
offer
Also89
Yamaha
Radian
3500
mi
only
742-1134
GSUCF
. 600cc $2050 or RO call 381 -9228
GAY STUDENT UNION
Off-Campus meetings and activities For more . Room for rent-All util paid for $300/mo. Quiet
Sales representative to market resume ser...WHY PAY RENT' ..
information contact the Counseling Center· area. Call 282-1488 for more info.
vices on UCF campus. Call Resume House ar
904-371 -6769 ,.
823-2811
28dr J2Bath Duplex near UCF backyard is You can own for less than you rent!
Let roommates pay your-mortgage while you
river park across river fishing sunbathing tall
281-6545
build equity
APPLY NOW!
- •$91,000 3BDRM 3 1/2 BA TOWNHOUSE
1Bdrrn11Bath Apt, walk to UCF, bus goes by
•$42,900 2BDRM 1 BA CONDO IN W.P.
$8.75 to start FOR REAL
front door, quiet complex, flexible lease term
•$64,500 3BDRM 11 /2 BA LAKE FRONT HOME
•$63,800 3BDRM 2 BA IN COLONIAL TOWN
15 Retail positions must be filled by Sept. 20th.
Townhouse for Rent. Two bedroom/Two bath.
•$99,000 3BDRM 2BA KEY WEST CHARMER
Work aro-und class schedule. Scholarships
All appliances includingwash~r/dryer , microON A LAKE DOWNTOWN
and internships available. No exp: nee. Full
wave and dishwasher. Very clean and attracMany other-S available CALL FELIX OR NANCY
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED -N!S, quiet,
training.
tive. Walking distance to school. $465 per
TODAY FOR FINANCING INFO. Coldwell
responsible, neat. To share 2 Bedroom 2 1/2
CALL FOR INFO. 236-0170
month. Call John at 886-9579.
Banker 236-9479 (24 hrs.)
bath townhouse w/ dishwasher, micro, W/D.
Near UCF. Will have own room & bathroom.
Apartment for rent- excellent location, Uni'85'Pontiac 6000 LE PIS P/B P!W PIO AM'FM
$215/mo.+1/3 Utilities. CALL 282·9216.
Babysitter (non-smoker) needed for 3 yr old
Stereo. Works great $2000 or best offer 281versity Blvd. +Alafaya Tr, walk to school, 2b/
boy. Please call 696-4172 to discuss hours, .
8484
after
.6pm.
2ba
$440/mo
for
info,
call
Jerry
321-7343
or
Neat clean mature & responsible colle!'.)e stuschedule.
1-800-777-4366.
dents seek same-female for own room WID.
Queen bed w/frame $150 obo Two end tables
HOUSE BEHIND Lake tennis pool etc. Rent
RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS
$20 ea. obo 281 -8484 after 6
ASAP-381-5387 Kerry.
FROM 2-6AM $7 PER HR CALL 297-3715
For lease 2 bedroom to~nhouse wi th balcony
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FROM$465TO
$510. MOST HAVE WASHERS AND DRYERS. ALL HAVE TWO BEDROOMS, 3 WITH
CARPORTS. CALL FOR INFORMATION
ATIAINABLE PROPERTIES INC REALTORS. 273-8937. AFTERNOONS AT 12066
TIFT CIRCLE- 1:30-4:30.

LSAT PREPARATION COURSE
Sponsored by the UCF Philosophy club. $160
for instruction in all scored areas. Experienced
instructors. Class meets on Saturdays Sept.7,
14, 21, 28. For info. $registration, call Nancy
Stanlick (813)299-5181 or M Hartman at
(407)365-7259. Class meets on UCF Main
Campus

TYPISTS

86 Honda 500 Interceptor V4 Mint Condition
Must Sell 366-6563 OBO

Security Alarm, effective, portable & inexpensive. Attaches to windows and doors. Only
$34.95. limited Time (orientation only) Godwin
Ind. Dept 201 , 643 ·Jamestown Blvd, Suite
2137, Alt Springs, FL 32714

We guarantee you money for college I Private
sector scholarship & grants matching service.
200,000 sources data base insures success
call today educational aid inc.-904-376-7366
or Box 90371 Gainesville, Fl 32607

FOR SALE: Enjoyment of Music (MUL 2010)
Textbook and Cassettes $50 David 381-5208

washer. Nice. $450. 365-7532
Detached Efficiency on 5 AC $325/mo lncls:
laundry, covered parking, local phone, utils
$150 dep, $250/pets 366-1758

SERVICES ·

ROOMMATES

TUTORS :
LSAT GMAT GAE Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by testing specialist
Michael Tierney , 897-3300 or 341-0003

. -OTHER
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP$$
$6.6 BILLION OF AID$$ AVAILABLE
NO INCOME REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIF.
($69 FEE) CALL TODAY AT 1-800-988-2962

PERSONALS
SWM, 23, 6', 175, NS/SD, looking for SWF,
19-24, who is interested in sports, horseback riding , and enjoying life. No
druggies.smokers, party maniacs or fatties.
Respond with photo and phone to: P.0 Box
677511, Orlando, FL 32867-7511

·M INI CLASSI Fl.ED FORM
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: N:.on-students & bu_sinesses ·
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds
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The Woodstock of the 90'slacks the enthusiasm.of its predecessor
by J.C. Smith

more volume.
The Rollings Band and
Butthole _·S urfers opened the
. This summer's hottest tour show but rain kept most fans
swept through Orlando last away. The crowd became inTuesday, offering a young audi- . volved in the show only when
ence information about politics, Ice-T took the stage.
Of all the acts, Ice-Tprovided
environmental issues and art.
At least the music was good. the biggest surprise. His hardThe Lollapalooza Festival, .style rap evolved into hard-core
the brainchild of Jane's thrash by the end ofhis set. His
Addiction's Perry Farrell, fea- views on censorship and police
tured seven alternative bands, brutality fueled the crowd and
artist's exhibits, ethnic foods and pulled them.into the show.
The next band, Nine Inch
infortnatio:a booths from groups
like Rock the Vote, Greenpeace Nails, played a .short,
and the Florida Abortion Rights unenthusiastic set, but maybe
League. The problem was most they are just sick of playing Orpeople spent more time at the lando.
Living Coulour's Corey
beer tent and the bathrooms
Glover wore his trademark orthan anywhere else.
Undoubtably the bands, ange Body Glove outfit and gave
whichinc1udedJane'sAddiction, an ecstatic performance, highSiouxsie and the Banshees, Liv- lighted by a daring dive off the
ing Colour, Nine Inch Nails, Ice- stage. Guitarist Vernon Reid
T, Butthole Surfers and the proved his usual rapid, hardHenry Rollins Band, believed in edged sound. Aside from "Cult
what they preached. However, of Personality," the crowd Trent Reznor of Nine Inch Nails. Exhausted after yet another stop in Orlando? <Laura werderrrcFF )
their message fell short. A large seemed to enjoy "Elvis is Dead"
aluminum can recycling bin re- the most.
mained mostly empty while the
Rowdy fans didn't fu11y get
ground was littered with cans, intoSiouxsieandtheBanshees's
plates, cups, pizza . boxes and slow opening numbers, but the
empty liquor bottles. And while band quickly changed to a faster
Ice-T spoke out on stage against sound and fans began dancing
drugs, people lit joints . in the on the wet ground.
audience.
When Jane's Addiction took
Many people compared the to the stage after the sun went
ninehourfestivalto Woodstock, · down, eager fans rushed forbut it just wasn't close. The ward to get a better look. Depeople who attended the 1969 spite having props, dancers and
event prob~bly counld not have the only light show ofthe day, the
afforded Lollapalooza. Tickets band gave a lackluster perforsold at around $25, parking was mance before a wet, dirty and
$3 (D0 you think they paid to exhausted crowd. Their perforpark at Woodstock?),a can of mance of"Been Caught Stealing"
beer was $2.50 and a decent was nothing short of terrible and
mostoftheirsongs seemed to blend
meal cost nearly $6.
In addition, Woodstock sym- together. A lenghty dialouge by
bolized the hopes and dreams of Farrell toward.the begining ofthe
a generation and featured the set left most fans wondering exbest muscians of the - '60s. actly what he was trying to say.
The highlight ofthe show, howLollapalooza wasjustalongconcett - the music was goo4 but ever, c~me when Ice-T joined
Farrell on s4igeforanumber about
not exrodinary.
Early afternoon rain damp- racism. The two shouted racial
ened the crowd early on but epitaphs at each other in a musi- lce-T livens the atmosphere to a once disheartened crowd. (Laura werderrrcFF )
didn't affect the entertainment. cal dialogue and ended up dancing
The people near the stage together across the stage.
Basically,Jane'sAddictionjust
thrived on the atmosphere,
throwing shoes, Frisbees, wet wasn't a strong enough band to
T-shirts and whatever else they anchor a show this big. A lot of
could find on to the stage. Oth- people left in the middle of their
ers seemed content to sit on blan- act to a avoid a traffic jam. It may
kets and listen. Massive speak- have been the concert of the sumers on both sides of the stage, mer, but I'm still waiting for the
however, could have provided concert of the decade.
COPY EDITOR
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ADOPT A

SMOKER

Recycle

NOWYOUCAN ·
GET DIRTY FOR A
. WHOLE LOT LESS.

Butthole Su tiers took the stage after the Rollins Band (left). Richard
Patrick of NIN is rumored to be the brother of T-2 s T1000. (Laura werderrrcFF)
1
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MAKE ·MONEY! E
Selling Ads for The Central Florida Future

We're seeking motivated people to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
business office at RoQm 108 in the Arts Complex and fill out an
application, or call ext. 2601 to find out more.
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· A great sport mountain bike. Designed for ·the aggressive trail rider looking for a responsive ride. The 830
features quality Shimano Exage 300 LX compqncnts

llJ BJ[(~ WORzg

f}bJfiJfl

9100 E. Colonizj ·Orlando
(at Beltway)
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. Corruption and pleasures paved in 'Road to Nirvana'
by Savannah Miller
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Achieving perfect ble s sedness through complete
self-annihilation. The Budri. dhi sts call it Nirvana, but
according to playwright
Arthur Kopit, Hollywood
.,, calls it show business.
"The Road to Nirvana," is
an outlandish comedy showing behind-the-scenes lo·ok
• at drugs, lust, and bizarre
deals in the movie industry.
The story revolves around
three friends with a chance
to win fame and fortune by
making a film about "the
greatest rock star in the
• world," Nirvana. Sinc::e the
drug-addict ~d star doesn't

ti

•

even remember
her life, ·
the only
available
documentation she
can produce is her own version of "Moby Dick," in
which she substitute·s herself for Captain Ahab and a
giant male sex organ for the
whale .
Because the film project
is top secret, many tests of
trustworthiness must be
taken. The three partners
have to slice their wrists,
eat symbolic "holy (nun)
shit," and the guys have to
cut off their balls.
Directed by Peg O'Keef

tic job hav.dling the many
comic and sudden expression changes his character
Al makes. The exaggerated
Philly accent is perfect.
Colbert is great as Lou, who
seems like a bitchy bimbo in
the first act, but whose
power comes out in the intense argument with Jerry
in act two. Bass plays a
wonderful Jerry, the nervous, sniveling boy-scout
type who finally finds his
and written by Arthur aggression and courage to
Kopit, the show stars fight against the odds in the
Miriam P. Saunders as Nir- second act.
vana and John Alexander,
The entire show went
Lisa Colbert and Timothy quite smoothly, and the
Bass as the three potential scene design was great, es·mm-makers.
pecially the mul_ti-level,
Alexander does a fantas- multi-doored castle where

·MARTER.
ARDER.
ngineering student?
Smart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you _probably
run equations over again to
make sure they're right. So
. you're working harder.
You don't have to do it
.anymore. N ot when you
use the Tl-68 Advanced
Scientific or 11--81 Graphics
Calculator, with their last
equation replay feature

?-nd so many other smart
functions.
We've spent years with ·
students like you and educators like your professors to
develop the TI-613 and the
TI-81. That's why they're so
highly recommended .
For engineerin g students,
The 11-68 solves up to five
simultaneous equations,
provides complex number
·functions and offers formula programming. That's power.
And for math and science
applications, the
TI-81 offers the
most comprehensive, yet easyto-use graphing
functions with extensive programming capabilities.
Try a 11-68 or
11-81 at your local
TI retailer today.
And start working
'smarter, instead
·of harder.

Nirvana lives.
Audiences of this play
should be advised th at the
l~nguage and themes are extremely strong and even vulgar at times, but the crazy
humor is definitely worth
it.
Colbert said that the audience response to the play
varies from show to show,
from wild, hysteric laughter to quick exits by those
shocked or offended. She
thinks the writer is "trying
to show. that sometimes the
deals in Hollywood can get
way out there. It's sort -of
above realism."
Alexander said that the
NIRVANA continued page 12

..5Zl..liead •••
Tuesday, Aug. 27
Jordan Brady- comedian.
8 and 10 p.m. -SAC.
Little River Band- 9 p.m.
Pleasure Island. $11.95
at the gate.
Wednesday, Aug. 28
Reggae Band- Jah Sons
of Babylon and activities
fair. 11 a.m. -2 p.m. SC
Green.
Dance- 9 p.m. - 1 a .m.
Enuff Z' Nuff- 8 p.m.
Finky's Tonight in Daytona Beach. $10 advance
$12 day of show.
Thursday, Aug. 29
"Silence of the Lambs"6:30 and 9 p.m. SAC.
Richy Kicklighter-9 p.m.
Bea cham's Jaz z a nd
Blues Club. $5 at door .
Frid~y,

Aug. 30

"Fun Flicks"- 10 a.m.' 4
p.m . SAC.
''The Artificial Jungle"11:30p.m. Th eatre Downtown. Charles Ludlam's
satire about a stranger
who changes the lives of
a pet- sh op owner and his
wife. $5. Reservati ons
841-0083.

Saturday , Aug. 31
"Last of the Red Hot Lovers"- 8 p.m. The Stage in
Casselberry. The Stage's
production of the Neil
Simon comedy. $8-10.
Reservations 831-9950.
"The Pink Panther
Strikes Again"- 8 p.m.
Langford Hotel. The Triangle Production of William Gleason's comedy.
Based on the Pink Panther movies. $9.50-. Reservations 324-0004.
Sunday, Sept . I

.

•

~i~!f' TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

"Fast · Times
at
Ridgemont _High"- 6:30
and 9 p.m. SAC.
Rage- 8 p.m. Beacham
Theatre. The concert benefits ANIMALiberation.
$3 at th~ door .

(
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NIRVANA
FROM PAGE 11
hardest part of playing Al
was "controlling the crazi11 ess," and that he really had
1,0 concentrate to be sure to

enunciate and not run away
with his lines. His favorite
part of the play is when he
· tries to talk Nirvana into
taking one of Jerry's gonads,
instead of both.
The Road to Nirvana is
showing at the Theatre

Downtown Thursdays, Fridays, and.Saturdaysat8p.m.
until Sept.14. The matinee will
be on Sept. 8 at 2:30. Tickets are
$10.00 for Fri. and Sat. showings,$8.00forThurs.,and$7.00
for the matinee. Call 841-0083
for directions and reservations.

Wining and dining takes a new direction in the black comedy "Road to Nirvana." Audiences see the shadows of Hollywood that shrink from the limelight. (Theatre Downtown)

(I. to r.)Timothy Bass as Jerry, John Alexander as Al/Lisa Colbert as Lou. Above, Miriam Saunders as Nirvanafftieatre Dcmntownl

Don't
go out ·
v1ithout
your
rubbers.
We're talking about
condoms.
And we're talking
abou( AIDS.
If you're not shoring
needles with infected
drug user's, there's one
other way you can get
AIDS, and that's sex.
Because when passed
into the bloodstream by
semen, anybody is
1
vulnerable to the virus.
There are no vaccines 1
against AIDS. There are ~
no cures for it.
·
,
And if you get, you'll
j.
likely die.
So i(you choose to
. have sex, ba sure to
>
carry condoms and tell
your partner to use
them.
Let's face it if a woman
doesn't look out for
herself, how can she· be
s.ure anyone else will?

I

AIDS

~~~Si~~~
so can you.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

More and more PhDs across tlw
country are recon1mending I lt-wll·I t . Packard fin ancial and S('i Pntific
calcul ators to tlwir sLu<il'11i s. And
for some very strung n·asons.
"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandahlt·
has powerful graphics tuob Ihat <tr< '
remarkably helpful to s t udt 1 11 t~ lmrn
ing mathematical cort<:ept:-.. And
with the e4uation solwr fi.·al un'. i1 ·~
excellent fo r applyi ng mat lw111alirs
to engineering;' according t o I )r.
Wllliam Ra.hm e~·e 1~ a pro f(·~sor (Ircivil
and envirop mental engin<'l'ri1 1g at
Utah State Uni versit y.
"The HP nusiness C1ins1 tl ta111 11 lia:-,
an eq uation ·olw·r and l'Xtc·JN\'t·

••••I

111<1 I Ii 1"1111('! ions. Thf'S<' frt ·E· th• studt·111 .., fnn11 n 11npu tatinnal tPdi11m
~1 1 llil',\ . can think and intPraC'I 1>11 a
llt~ I H'r ll \"<{° ..,a~· s I lr. Lt't' \'.Stiff, a
pr11! 1•:-..~n 1 · 11 rn1 a 1 h t•duC'at.ion at !\1>11h
1«u oli 11a Slat~· l 'niwrsit.v.
:-it1 µ(l «I H'\'k (11 11 t lt P HP t•alctrlator
1

111 11' a l y o11r m ll l•gt• honks tore i>r HP

n·ta11l'r. foti'tl agn'f'. t.h<·r "s no faster

utmDm•G. n·li1 •ffrurn tlw p;iin of' tough prohl<'rns.
~••• ll P 1·alc-ulator-, . Th< · ht'sl for
..;U(T{ 'S~.

,r n 11 r

••••

Fh~

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

t

added~ seven yard touchdown
run to bring the score to 49-8.
•FROM PAGE 16
Boyd scored a final time for
the Gold which missed it's seca 16 yard tquchdown pass from ond consecutive two point con" Ron Johnson to starting re- version attempt, and the Black
ceiver Bret Cooper bringing the ended the scoring with a 21
score to 28-2.
yard field goal by Franco
The second half began with Grill a.
• a scoring battle between Boyd
For the players and coaches,
of the Gold team and tailback though the soggy weather
Charles Anderson from the madethegamedrearyforthose
,, Black.
sitting in the stands, the rain
·
Anderson came into the gave the Knight's a great opgame for English in the second portunity for practicing in dehalf and took up right where mantling and uncomfortable
"' English left off, finishing the conditions.
gamewith10runsfor92yards.
''The rain was light but I
Anderson ran in for a nine guess that's just a spell some~ yard touchdown with 10:58 left one put on the stadium that it
in the third for the Black team rajns the first five games of
but then watched from the side- · the year," Dickinson said. "You
lines as Boyd came on to score learn to adjust."
'<ii a touchdown on a four yard
~'This is only the second work
run a few minutes later.
we've h.ad in the rain,"
With 58 seconds left in the McDowell said. "Wedon'tmind
, third quarter, Anderson ran in playing in the rain. It rains on
five yards for a touchdown. both sides .of the ball but it
Seven minutes into the fourth killed the crowed toni'ght. I
quarter fullback Jason wouldn't have come ifl wasn't
- Palmisano of the Black team coaching."

GAME

Black teamfullback Ron Thow(#7) will start at fullback this season in place of Perry
Balasis who is now a UCF assistant coach.I (Jim FergusontrcFF)

New players in positio~ for Dew season ·
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Black team performances

The UCF football team released ·their offensive and defensive depth chart following the
Black and Gold game in preparation for their season opener
· versus Troy State.
Some ofthe inferestingmoves
include the demotion of last
year's starting punter Russ
Salemo to the second team in
favor ofjunior Kevin Woodward
of Miami and Tim Johnson,
quarterback Ron Johnson's
brother, returning to the team
at the free safety position.
Offensive line starters Gordon King and Alex Goforth have

been replaced by freshmen Mike
Gruttadauria andMark Trudell
due to injuries.
The fullback position vacated
by Perry Balasis and Montreel
Greene has been filled by five foot,
eight inch sophomore Ron Thow
backed up by junior Jason Kotar ·
and freshmen Shawn Lewis.
Thow ran eight times for
eighty four yards last season for·
an average of 6.8 yards a game
while Kotar ran only one time
for four yards.
Star senior linebacker Bobby
Spitulski will begin the season .
playing behind sph om ore David
Nelson due to an injury k~eping
Spitulski out of practices.
True freshmen Chris Keene,

a 6-2, 275 pound offensive lineman will start at the guard position making him the only player
of the last recruiting class to do
so.
The depth chart at quarterback following Johnson,
Hinshaw and Peeples will be
freshmen Michael Jordan followed by Dee Fernandez and
Rayfield Boyd.
. ·
The three freshmen will be
redshirted unless the quarterback difficulties resume.
There are no surprises at the
receivers or tailback position
with Dickinson and Cooper fill- .
ingthe wi&out spots and Wi11ie
English taltingthe starring role
in the backfield.

YOu can ·
l:

I

to an

.O·r lando Premiere
SHOWING
THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
at 8 p.m.
You could win a pair of tickets to a special advance showing of "CHILD'S PLAY 3" starring
Chucky courtesy of The Central Florida Future.
Trivia challenge: Recite .y our favorite Chucky
saying from the "Child's Play" trilogy to win.
Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial office (located next to the art domes on
campus) today only and answer the trivia challenge to win your free tickets.
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded
on a first-come, first-served basis.
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The women's volleyball team will kick of their season on September 2, in
a home exhibition game versus Michigan at 7:30 PM. (JimFergusontTcFFJ

SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16
It is in these contests that
Barker ~ rely heavily on team
captains Jennifer Blackwell and
Kelly Barnes. As the season dev~lops, so will the otherteam lead-

ers..

'•

''We're starting on a whole
new year, and we're not even
interested in looking back,"

Barker said.
Key losses fiom last year's
squad include Leslie Suder, the
leading scorer, and goaltender
Karen Richter.
Players to watch include Amy
Geltz, considered one of the finest recruits in the nation.
Geltz, out of Winter Springs,
was elected three times to the
first team All-State team. and
.set the all-time national career

scoring record.
Geltz racked up 205 career goals at Bishop Moore
High School. She helped
lead her school to two state
champjonships won numerous player of the year
awards.
Another player to note is
Tiffany Schrein~r, a transfer from the University of
Hartford .

. The Central Florida Future is looking for "7riters to cover sports.
Hyo~ intereste~ call}atni~ Carte, editor-in-chief, or Jamie
Johnson at 823-6397 for inore detai1s, or stop by our office.
_BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER
Mitchell-Hammock Veterinary Clinic
Woody Dudley, DVM
10% Discount to

all UCF
Students, Faculty, and .
Staff
Yearly Vaccinations $39.99
2

•

miles north of UCF in the
Alaiaya Square Shopping
Center
366-7323

STUDENT
LEGAL ·s ·ERVICES

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENTLEGALSERVICESPROVIDESSTUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECIBD AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL,
1RAFFIC & UNCONTESIBD DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STO~ BY SC210,
MONDAY -FRIDAY 8AM-5PM

lg
rsrl

-----

.YOU DON'T HAVE. TO.
. IT'S ACADEMIC!

u:, .

· 1.c ~
It's Academ
~·- ' : -

VISA

M/C

YouR. sTUDY

GUIDE

HEADQUARTERS
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COACHES
FROM PAGE 16
memorable year for the Knights.

~ UCF won seven tournaments

including five in a row that year
and made the NCAA
•Championship tourn~unent that
year. Kresge won twice (he lost
in a playoff in a third
. tournament).
.
'
Last weekend, Kresge again
was winning golf tournaments
in the Orlando area. In.about as
~close as he can come to hitting a
home run in his final at bat,
Kresge won his last amateur
tournament. He captured the
~Orlando City Amateur at the
Dubsdread Country Club. It was
the second time in three years
'he has won that tournament.
His final round resembled the
final round of the 1990 UCF
,.Budget Classic that he won .
Both times he was tied for the

15·

1eadgo]ngintothefinal18holes. to earn his tour card which will
In the U CF tournament, he was enable him to play on PGA tour.
tied with teammate Kevin
He probably couldn't pick a
Altenhoff. Sunday, he was tied better time to turn pro. He
withChrisHowell,aformerhigh struggled with his golf game
school foe when he played at earlier in the summer but said
Edgewatet and How.ell was his game has turned around in
Evans. In both tournaments, his the recent weeks. Part of his
foes buckled while he played a problem he said stemr;ned from
steady consistent round of golf. the'fact that he put golf pn .t he
His final roundSundayinclud.ed backbutneruntilhefinishedhis
thr.ee birdies with nary a bogey. degree, which he earned in May.
Howell for one recognized
He is now finished with UCF
Kresge's talent:
·
as both a player and a student.
"I've improved more since But he can keep with him the
then [high school],"he said. "But fact that he was a key player
fin still haven't reached his who helped give UCF its
level"
reputation as a stronggolfteam.
That level of golf Kresge is
''That meant a lot," Kresge
banking(literally)ona.s heturns said. "We put UCF on the map.
pro. Kresge said the city amateur Some . day they'll be national
would be his last as an amateur. champions."
He will turn pro and play the
Yes indeed, some day they
Florida mini-tour. If successful, · will. Maybe bigger.a nd brighter
he will try for the PGA tour . days are ahead for both UCF
school in October in an attempt and Kresge.

i

~·

i
.1
I

We'll put
your name
in print.

l

I

or

Goal team fullback Tubby Shewdo is brought down by Vic Taylor in the Black and
· Gold game. (Charles K. Morrow/TCFF)
.

f

DO YOU DO SAX '!?'!

All you have to do is blow up the library*
· join ·The Central Florida Future News,
Sports and Confetti crew ar.d take an active .role in campus events. The later is ·
less dangerous and you ·wm earn money
too. The Central Florida Future is !ooking
for: News, Sports and Ccnfe!ti writers,
News Editor, Assistan·t !•Jews Editr.)~ Assistant Sports Editor. Copv Edi~,x 211d Ad
Production Assistant. Skills arz, ?.. r,hl:3 but
no experience is necessary. We \";;!i provide enough of that. For more ii1!cnnations
call 275-2865 and ask fo·r Scott ur Eric.
*Please do11·~ r:Jo this.

... or trumpet, or violin

.·c

C> L

~~ c:;;,

E

C::C>LL~.<::7E

•
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THE AWARD-WINNING. -U CF JAZZ LAB
-WILL HOLD AUDITIONS ON
THURS.DAY, AUGUST 22 AND
TUESDAY, AUGUST 27 AT 10:00 AM
IN THE UCF REHEARSAL HALL.
SEE MR. GREENWOOD. OPENINGS FOR
...
EXPERIENCED SAXOP.HONES,
TRUMPETS, TROMBONES, PIANO,
BASS, GUITAR & DRUMS.
THE LAB BAND REHEARSES
TUESDAYS & THURSDAYS FROM
I 0 AM UNTIL 11 :45 AM.
FOR .INFORMATION ON OTHER
MUSICAL OPPORTUNITIES AT UCF,
CALL X2868

Every issue examines the extraordinary side .
. of campus life. Read it Tuesdays in
lhe Central Florida Future.

You are forma[[y invitetfto

JfJplia Pfii Omega's
'fa{[ 19911{.usfi

Meetings
.9lugust 29 & September 5
7:30-8:30 p.m.
S.O.L.
1{_145fi Project

September 7
8:30 a.m..-12 noon
'Ifie Jlr6oretu.m
1\,S.o/.P. for more informati.on X54 73,

as!( or 'Iliomas

..
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Black and Gold·game rained on but not out
Boyd, a wishbone quarterback in•
high school with an academic scholarSPORTS EDITOR
ship, gav.e the Black team defense a
preview of defending against a quarThe Knights played the 1991 UCF terback who does more then just drop
Black and Gold game at the Citrus back and throw.
"He's what you need on the scout
Bowl last Saturday night :in wet conditions that kept the fans away but gave squad," McDowell said.
the players a chance to work on their
The Black team's strength came on
concentration.
·
the legs of English and senior quarterAbout 100 fans sat scattered across back Ron Johnson. They clearly showed
the lower levels of the Citrus Bowl to why they will be starting at each of
watch the first team offense and de- their positions against Troy State.
English rushed 16 times for 132 .
fense match up against the "scout," or
, yards in the first two quarters while..,
second team, squads.
The annual game :is played to help Johnson hit 13 of 16 passes for 201
the Knights coaches prepare the team yards, two touchdown passes and one
for the first game of the season by interception in first half action.
allowing them to evaluate each posi"Ron Johnson was fabulous in extion in a game situation. UCF is in it's ecuting our offense," McDowell said, "I
final week ofpreparation for their Aug. think our tailback situation is greater
31 opener against Troy State.
this year than it was last year."
Under a consistent light sprinkle,
Johnson connected with senior rethe varsity, or Black team, romped ceiver Mike Dickinson eight seconds
easily over the Gold team by a final into the second quarter for a 16 yard-._
score of 52-14.
touchdown
Although the
pass
that
Black team took "/ think we accomplished what
brought th ,.\ ·
control early and we came to do. I was impresseq score to 21-0.
· never looked
Dickinson is
back, it was not with the defense holding them
expected to
provide the~ 1
due to lack of ef- as many times ·as they did."
fort by the
leadership to
-Gene McDowell the long list of
younger players
head football coach young but talin Gold.
"I think we
ented recP.ivaccomplished what we came to do," ers who will step in to replace Sean
Coach Gene McDowell said. "I was Beckton and Shawn Jefferson from last
·'
impressed with the Defense holding year's squad.
''The only thing that's really fost is
with them(the Gold) as many times as
the experience," Dickinson said. "Ron's
they did."
The Black team hit pay dirt first been looking great' and I think we'll
with 9:55 left in the first quarter, fol- -have a great year if we keep executing•l
lowing a two yard sweeping run by like tonight. · We still have some fine
tuning."
starting tailback Willie English.
The Gold team finally lit up th~
Rayfield Boyd, a first year player
listed as a wide receiver on the team scoreboard themselves when center
roster, started the game as the Gold Harry Weinberg of the Black squad
quarterback and led the team rela- snapped the ball over punter Russ"'.
tively successfully but was plagued in Salerno's head and through the end
the firs.t quarter by turnovers.
· zone. The play gave the Gold team two
Varsity safety Eric Buckley .inter- points for the safety.
Thefirsthalfscoringcompleted with\
cepted Boyd's second pass of the game
and linebacker Vic Taylor picked up a 13 seconds left in the second quarter on
fumbled snap and barreled 49 yards
for the Blacl{ team's second touchdown.
GAME continued page 13
by Jamie Johnson

Freshman quarterback Michael Jordan(#16} meets defensive end Clifford Cole.in Friday night's' game. (Chiirles K. Morro-w/TCFF)

Women's soccer loses little experience but gains great·talent
enoughtoberecognized
The team is significantly
as one ofthe best teams
younger than it was last
in the country. He
season. Five seniors from
last
year's lineup have since
"Last season was last season. We wants his team to do
graduated, and they were
don't look at last season~"
something with that
players that Barker deUCF women's soccer coach Barker skill.
scribes as having "been .
What h~-wants is to
speaks only of the present and of the
through a lot of battles."
future for his team. Unwilling to dwell berankedmthetopten
It is this ''battle" experionlastseasons9-4-3mark,heonlywants · and to secure a playoff
that may be the one
ence
to push forward into the upcoming sea- berth.
. missing factor. This year
son.
There may be one
there are only two seniors.
"We came into camp.thinking about obstacle to this goal,
Barker will also be relying
what we're going to do in the current despite the talented
on
the sophomores andjunseason" Barker said. "We're not worry- lineup of players asBARKER
iors who have had the colsembled on the team
ing about the past at all."
lege level experience to perform in key
· Instead of talking about what he con- this season.
siders· an "OK" last season, Barker fo"My only concern is our experience," situations.
Barker emphasizes, howev~r, that the
cu.ses only on the specific goals he has for Barker said. "We have great players and
this year's women's team.
they look good in pre-season play, but incoming freshman are not lacking talFirst on his list is to get into the NCAA until they get into those 'tests' of season ent in any way. Of the nine focommg .
freshman, many have a great deal of
play-offs again. For Barker, it's not play, you never know."
byMichele Dragonetti

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

experience on high school all-american
teams or on natiopal teams incluc:ling
Amy Geltz from Bishop Moore.
The team added some experience~
with the addition of junior midfielder
Karen Koppa transfer from Creighton
University. Kopp started every game fo~
two years for ·her former school after
graduating from Lake Brantley High
School. .
11
Fortunately, the game schedule works
to their advantage this season. The schedule opens up w:ith teams "that we should
_
have good results with" Barker said.
In these games, the incoming freshmen
wiJl be able to get a feel for college level play
before facing more challenging teams from..
Massachusetts, Santa Barbara, Washington D.C., Duke and North Carolina
SOCCER continued page 1If

Fonner UCF golfer shows his All-American game
Roy Fuoco
EXTRA INNINGS
Football Preview
Coming Thursday

,

. ..
'

.

He was always a good golfer, so it
should be no surprise when Cliff Kresge
wins a golf tournament. But when he
emerged from a small slump this past

weekend, you can not help wonder if some
of the old chemistry worked the old magic,
You se~, during the first round, Dale
Wilson, the former UCF men's golf coach
who is recovering from a stroke, came
out to watch Kresge play a few holes. On
one of the holes Kresge made a 30-foot
putt for eagle. Then again, it wasn't
unusual for him to do well when Wilson

..,

..

was watching.
Kresge starred for four years on the
UCF golf team and was a key player in.
helping to build UCFs reputation as a
top-ranked collegiate golfing power.
Kresge completed his eligibility in 1990
as an All-American, which was

a

EXTRA INNINGS continued page 15
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SURVIVING UCF

Survival Tips
by an average student who lives on
campus (as rare as that may be).
This is not scientific study or anything. Justkeepinmind that this column
was written in fun and that I never said
any of this wasn't illegal...

.Students 'Yait to buy their parking stic~ers. Each one of these drivers
will face the challenges of '!Parking Hell."

----l'ARKING
Unless you ride a bicycle or have your
own chauffeur, you have probably experienced problems finding a parking space on
campus.
·
For the past few years, enrollment has
increased faster than the numberofparldng
spaces. Because of this, new breeds of
students have begun to evolve. Here are
some of the more common creatures you
will encounter during peak hours:
Vul~ures: These people slowly cruise
up and down the rows of parking lots
following people people walking out to
their cars. Vultures are extremely frustrated and will stop at nothing to get a
parking space.
Taxi Vultures: This species of Vulture
will not only follow their prey but will offer
to give them rides to their cars. Most are
harmless if they get to class on time.'
Minnows: The unsuspecting students
Vultures follow.
Decoys: Minnows who don't intend to
leave but let Vultures follow them all the
way to their cars. Usual expression: "I'm
just getting my books!"
Land Sharks: These Minnows like to
confuse Vultures by walking in-between
cars through the middle of parking lots. So
named because Vultures can only see the
heads of Land Sharks gliding between the
tops of cars like the dorsal fins of shruks.

Serpents: Vultures who slither into a
parking sp~ce you've been waiting for.
Rodents: People who squeeze their
cars into motorcycle-size slots in temporary lots. Most end up climbing through
their windows just to get out.
Barney Fifes: Mayberry's finest on
bicycles. They strict!yenforce campus campus parking regulations and treat violators
like mass murders. Most hand out between
200 and 300 tickets an hour to trouble
making students who couldn 'tfind another
parking space in the tri-county area.
Micro Machines: Compact cars hidden in-between large cars. To Vultures,
they look like empty parking spaces. Com'mon expression when discovered: "Damn,
it's just a Micro Machine!"
Biffs: Guys who drive expensive cars
and like to double park or use car covers.
Most people don't mind tipping off the
Bameys to the obnoxious heathens.
Repeat Offenders: Tired of circling
for hours and missing classes, these people
don't mind paying the $5 or $10 to get a
decent spot. Most, however, have to hock
their furniture at the end of the semester so
they can register for classes.
After a week or so, you may begin to
recognize these creatures and even remember their names. After a month of looking
for spaces, you'll probably be one them.

i. DO NOT trust your school.
2. Get a secret bank account that the
school does not krtow about. (They will
take what ever they know you have).
3. Buy a good pen. You'll be writing a
lot before you even start classes.
4. Registration and add/drop lines are
.hell-pack a lunch because you will
need it.
5. Always take free stuff, you might
need it sometime.
6. Bl:ly stock in Mountain Dew. During
your college career you will end up
living off the stuff.
7. While pretending to grocery·shop,
get a sandwich from the deli. After you
are finished eating the sandwich, wait a
while then lose the wrapper and leave.
8. In Morrison's or some other restaurantlike that, go through the line and get

all your food except your drink and
desert. Now go back for your drink and
desert. When you get ready to leave you
should have two receipts. Only bring the
least expensive one to the register to pay
for and convenient!y lose the other one.
9. For entertainment there are-several
pool tables, ping pong tables and video
games in the student center next to the
Wild Pizza.
10. For movies, UC6 has $2 movie
night on Tuesday. Every other night
they have reduced admission with your
UCF I.D. It's the cheapest place in town.
11. Do not be too proud to pick up
change off the ground. Sooner or later
you WILL run out of money and need
that change .
12. Just a friendly reminder: when you
go into the library you are going into the
second floor of the building-not the
first _floor. Many freshmen have been
lost in the library-some still haven't
been found.
13. Rec Services , including use of the
UCF pool and free sporting equipment,
is also a student privilege.
Good luck fellow Knights- you'll
need it.!!!
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531 Semoran Blvd.• 657-6161 L
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WE DELIVER • OPEN TIL 4 AM
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Survival Guide '91-92
This section is a special feature The Central Florida Future runs at the beginning of the school year. The
purpose of the section is to give students a look at the UCF community and to make some suggestions based
on personal experiences.
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•

All you wanted to know
about Student Goveminent
but were afraid to -find out

•

Student Government is the student body president. The exelected governing body for the ecutive branch oversees the daystudents. SG is funded by Activ- to-day affairs of SG.
ity and Service Fees which every
President Jason DiBona has
UCF student pays with tuition.
been in SG for three and a half
ThecwrentA&SFrateis$5.15 years. VicePresidentMaiXDogoli
per credit hour - $61.80 for a has been in SG for two and a half
years.
student taking 12 credit hours.
General Elections
The Executiv~ Cabinet is:
All registered students may Director .of Executive Affairs,
·participate in SG elections. Sen::. BrianHandshuh; Dire.ctorofPubate' elections are held every fall lie ~elations, Chris Marlin; Discmester; presidentialelections are rector of Vice Presidential Afheld in the spring. Students must fairs, Dave Patton; Director of
be currently enrolled at UCF to · Legislative Affairs, Tom Leek;
vote and have a validated UCFID Comptroller, Cash Ulmer;
or picture ID.
Judicial Advisor, Jeff Meadows;
All senate seats are open to . Attorney General, Bob Cherry;
studentswhohavea2.0GPAand Clubs and Organizations Advoare talcing six credit hours. The ·cate, Mike Johnson; Cultural Afsenate is broken down by college, fairs Advocate , Terri Francis;
with four at-large seats assigned Student Lobbyist, Brian Gleason.
to UCF's four campuses.
-Judicial Branch
Legislative Branch
The seven-member Judicial
The Student Senate is made up Council is chaired by the chief
of 50 students and is elected in justice. All the justices are apgeneral student elections between pointed by the student body presithe third and fifth week of the fall dent. They have jurisdiction over
semester. The senate oversees the matters regarding SG statutes and
allocation of a $2.6 million bud- disciplinary cases. The justices
get and is presided over by the serve one-year tenns.
student body vice president.
Chief Justice
Emily Rado
Executive Branch
Justices-Jason Lazarus, Pam
The executive branch of Stu- Howe, Mike Schwartz, Steve
dentGovemmentisheadedbythe Waldon, Doug Bills.
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CITIZEN KANE

·Now showing. ends August 29
50th Anniversary of Orson Welles I 941 classic ·
0 PEN DOORS · Now showing. ends August 29
Academy Award Nominee for Best Foreign Language Film
A compelling courtroom drama ·Italian w/English subtitles '
JU DOU · Starts August 30, one week only
Academy Award Nominee for Best Foreign Language Film
A sensual revolutionary tale · Chinese w/Eilglish subtitles

•

•

a Night

• Redeem this ad at the box office to receive Ehzian Film Critics Society •
•admission ($4 instead of the regular $6). Then become a m~mber yourself.•
• and receive excellent benefits ALL .THE TIME! Offer expires 9130191. :

••
•
:

•
:

•

••

1300 S: Orlando Ave., In Maitland • 644·4~62
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HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:
I
1ttP 95LX Palmtop PC HP48SX ·
wEsrocK
1
SCIENTIFIC
ALL 4BSX
®
I with Lotus® 1-2-3 R
EXPANDABLE
BOOKS &
I
CALCULATQR
ACCESORIES
I

II
I
I

, I
I
I
I
I

I the palm of your hand
I

•

I
I
I

..

I PC power in

I
I
I
I
I

·I

•Over 2100
built-in
,.~""-· functions
:t't • HP EquationWriter
application
· • Graphics
·• integrated
with
calculus

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS &SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE.

rj/'jj'I. HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
·
: ~ Calculator & Computer ~'b'>
1 ii.a

2916 Corrine.Drive

·

Orlando; FL 32803
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Chris Marlin, director of public relations for Student Government, organizes
student functions and the new magazine, Pegasus.

Administration (all
Key Administration officials:
· • Interim President Robert
Bryan, who is temporarily taking
over the until a new president
takes office. Previous presidents·
in the university's 25 year history
include Dr. Charles Millican, Dr.
Trevor Colburn and (recently resigned) Dr. Steven Altman.
• Provost Richard Astro -

the red tape they

serves as vice-president of the
university and serves as president
in the absence of the president.
The President's A,dvisory Staff
(PAS) meets twice monthly in the
President's office.
·Each vice president gives reports concerningtheirdepartment.
Reports are usually delivered
by:,Dr. Richard Astro for Aca-

can~ down your throat>
demic Affairs; Dr. Michael
Bass for Research; Dr. John ·
Bolte for Administration and
Finance; Dr. LeVester Tubbs
for Student Affairs; Dr. Glenn
Cunningham for Faculty Senate; Dr. Daniel Holsenbeck for
Governmental Relations and
Dr. D.R. ·McGinnis for University Relations.

On-campus Publications
Communication is the keyword for the future.of everything. Whether you' re looking
at a field in business, education, engineering or computer
science, you'll need to know
how to effectively communicate yourideas and arguments,
and there's no better way to
learn than by getting involved
while still in the learning mode.
Now in its third year, the
Cypress Dome is the outlet
for students' creative efforts,
publishing poetry, fiction and
non-fiction prose. Printed every spring, past entries were
judged with cash awards given
to the first plac~ winners in
each category. The deadline
for submissions is announced at
the start of the spring semester.
Entries may be sent at any time.
Contact the English Department
(823-2212) for guidelines.
The Cy.press Dome is also
lookingforreview board members and editors. For details
call Dr. Don Stap at 823-5395..
There are over 100 student
clubs and organizations on the
. campus of UCF according to
April Bonfanti and, she says,
that's the reason for
Knightline .

A monthly publication,
Knightline is for those clubs and
groups.Printedinitspagesareinformation, announcements or articles
concerning club activities or honors. In addition, any university department can advertise infonnation
that may be pertinent to clubs.
Five hundred copies are printed
and distributed through the clubs
and campus departments. The
deadline for Knightline is the 15th
of the month prior to publication.
'For infonnation or submissions,
contact Bonfanti in Room 215 of
the Student Center or·call 8235107.
The UCF Report comes out
every two weeks and is geared to
faculty and staff. Although some
issues are mailed out, it is generally distributed throughout the offices located on campus. The UCF
Report consists ofinfonnative stories and profiles. The first issue of
this academic year is slated for
Sept. 4.
Editor David Finnerty says students are welcome to contribute
work for publication.
"Unfortunately we can't pay,
but if they want to do a feature on
faculty or staff, they're welcome
to," said Finnerty. For infonnation, call 823-2504.

Alumni can keep up on the
news at their alma mater with
their own publication ,
Alumnews. For furtherinformation call Bill Dowdy at 8233172.
The newest kid on the publication block at UCF is Stu.dent Government's magazine
of campus events, Pegasus.
Since the first issue hasn't premiered yet, we will reserve
our judgement.
Of course, we would be
remiss if we printed a section
on student publications without mentioning the student
newspaper, The Central
Florida Future. Now approaching a quarter century of
presenting the news to the student body, The Future is an
independent student newspaper. It is published twice
weekly on Tuesdays and
Thursdays during the fall and
spring. It comes out once a
week during the summer. Almost any student can work for
The Future, just call UCFNEWS or stop by our office,
which is located on the backside of campus in the dumpy
white trailer behind the art
domes.
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1
2
3

Administration
Library
Bookstore/Great Escapes/
Credit Union
4 · Rehearsal Hall
5
Humanities/Fine Arts
6
Howard Phillips Hall
7
Education
8
Arts Complex
9 Scholarship Hall
·10 GREEK ROW
1Oa Delta Gamma
1Ob Alpha Delta Pi
1Oc Kappa Delta
·1Od Sigma Alpha Epsilon
1Oe Pi Kappa Alpha
1Of Zeta Tau Alpha
10g Tri Delta
1Oh Pi Beta Phi
11 Arena
12 CEBA I (engineering)
13 CEBA II (business admiais
tration) ·
14 Portables 2,3
15 Computer Store ·
16· ROT~ Complex
17 Health Center/Wellness
Center
18 Social Work Portable
19 Commons
20 The Central Florida Future
Editorial Office
20a The Central Florida Future
~usiness Office
21 Student Center/Housing
Offices/Student Govern
ment/ Wild Pizza/Potpourri
Cafe/Tropical Oasis
22 Dormitories
22a Seminole Hall
22b Orange Hall
22c Brevard Hall
22d Osceola Hall
22e Polk Hall
22f Volusia Hall
22g Lake Hall
23 KIOSK
24 Health and Physics
25 Chemistry
26 Biology
27 University Theatre
28 Computer Center I and II
· 29 Student Union .
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. SURVIVING WEEKENDS

Ken Engels, a senior liberal studies major, spilces the
ball during two-man volleyball at Shooter's.

All right, so you 're sitting home
alone, scared, bored and full ofhormones. What do you want to do?
Depending on yourpreference
and the size of your wallet, Orlando offers a number of clubs
that appeal to almost every taste
and budget.
Things To Do When the Sun Sets
Just south of Colonial Drive on
Orange Avenue. sits the Beacham
Theatre, downtown Orlando's
answer to Atlanta's Fox Theatre.
The place becomes an all night
party on Fridays and Saturdays,
Of)ening at 10-p.m . and staying
that way until the sun breaks at 6
a.m. A $5 cover covers all and you
can d~ce to reggae on Friday or
progressive/alternative ~usic on
Saturdays.
Right next door to the theater
itself is the Beacham Jazz and
Blues Club, fonnerly known as
The Blue Note. A bit more informal and intimate, this is the club
that houses nightly activities.
Club Spacefish is a progressive and reggae club on Church
Street that runs the gamut of modem music. If you're in the mood
for something a little different,
check out this club where many
UCF studentS hangout.
The T-shirts read "Booze,
Blues and Meatloaf,'' but it isn't
as simple as that at the Junkyard.
The Casselberry blues/rock club
located iii the Butler Plaza on
Semoran Boulevard has . established itself as one of the area's
best nightclubs for the down-anddirty crowd.
PhineasPhogg's in the Church
S~et section of Orlando offers a

Wednesdaynightzany happy hour ment for those who aren't afraid.
special. For the students that are Recent shows there included the
of legal age, you can enjoy the Ramones, My Life With the Thrill
Fog's nici<le beerspecial. For those Kill Kult, Jesus Jones and Public
of you who are underage with Enemy.
For those who want to hang
"adjusted" qriver's licenses, you
close
to campus, here's a day-bycan enjoy the Phogg' s nickel beer
day
offering
that isn't far:
special also, but beware of the
Monday
Night:
Class Break
roving dobennan pincherused by
Billiards,.
across
the
street from
the management to sniff o_ut anyUCF,
has
specials
every
night of .
one using a bogus ID.
Whatever kind ofclub you like, the week. On Mondays, they have
Pleasure Island (Lake Buena ."College Night" from 7 p.m. to 2
Vista) has something for you. a.m. featuring half price pool,
There are many clubs, but the drafts, pitchers and bottles.
Tuesday Night: "Club CAB,"
most popular are the two
STRICTLY over-:21, clubs Man- the ~Wild Pizza, offers a bevy of
nequins, a modem dance music fun stuff to do, comedians, live
disco, and The Cage, which plays - musical acts ·and movies. These
alternative mus.ic and has a strong events are free with a valid stu:appeal to the college scene. Since dent ID. - ·
Wednesday Night: Another
PI is a Disney establishment, the
close
to campus'haunton Wednesdrinks and admission prices are
day
nights
is All Pro Subs, a
more expensive than other places.
popular
mainstay
of rowdy colle- ·
A Pl year pass is a smart val.ue.
giate
fun
on
Colonial
Drive. The
If you 're not picky about live
Pro
offers
patrons
a
25
cent speentertainment, DJ's or any of that
other horse manure, ~check out- cial that's nice on the old empty
. Ray's Knight Out on Alafaya wallet.
May we also suggest Pizzazz
Trail nearthe university entrance.
The place has a more than ad- (the comerof Goldenrod and Uni- . ,
equate CD jukebox, pool tables, · versity) because on Wednesday
decent sandwiches andwings.Best irights they have "College Night."
of all are the.$5 draft pitchers.
They seive up 50 cent slices of
Shooter's Waterfront Cafe pizza and 25 cent drafts all night.
on lake Faiiview, has it all. A fullThursday Night: Check out t
service bar, great food, sun deck, one, the only Philly Joe's on UnisWimming pool and beach ·yol- versity Boulevard. PJ's has a
leyball tourneys every weekend. charge at the door, but you drink
Shooter's is just north of Colonial free once you 're inside (be paDrive on South Orange Blossom tient, it may take you awhile to
actually walk in).
Trail
For a rough edge, check out
Well, these are just a few sugVisage. This club on Orange Blos- gestions. Have fun UCFandkeep
som Trail features live entertain- partying on!

CulturafScene.E'~3

------.--,-------,.1·

for the student of humanities,
it is an inev-itable obligation: to
_ attend beaucoup cultural events
over the course of the semester.
Not to fear, however, there are .
plenty of cultural offerings in the
Central Florida area.
Central Florida Jazz Society: Started in 1984, the CFJS
sponsorsliveperfonnancesonthe
third Sunday of each month at
Chris's House of Beef on 801
John Young Parkway (located by
the intersection of West Colonial
Blvd. and John Young).
Pricesvarybutstudentsgener.ally pay only $2.50 for the threehour shows.
For information on performances or membership, contact
Karen Weinberg ·at (407) 539CFJS.
Enzian Theater and Courtyard: And now for something
completely different. ..
The Enzian is on 1300 S. OrlandoAve.,inbetweenLeeRoad.
and Maitland Boulevard.
Admission prices ·vary, usually starting at $5 for students.
Members of the Enzian pay $4
per show and students can become a member foronly $15. The
management just made it extremely easy for students to becomemembersbyofferingaspecial Enzian card that will yield
membership status once it's been
used three.times.
For details and showtimes call

(407) 644.-4662.
At the moment, Theatre DownFlorida Symphony Orches- town is offering two productions,
tra: TheFSO's season begins on "RoadtoNiivana,"asatiricalcomSept. 5 with a Tchaikovsky Festi- edy on the movie business (only
val and the year ends on May 16 · fitting for Orlando), and a latewith Henry Mancini guest con- night suspense-thriller, "The ArductingaSu~rPopsconcert.Per- tificial Jungle." For infonnation
fonnancesaregivenindowntown or to make ticket reseivations,
Orlando's Bob Carr Auditorium. call (407) 841-0083. ·
Students presenting a current
Sak Theatre Comedy Lab:
1Daregivena50percentdiscount Here's an unusual one, au,dience
off tickets purchased at any time, participation productions!
including the day of the show. For
The Sak Theatre, near Rosie
additional infonnation or sched- O'Grady's on 45 E. Church St.,
ules, call (407) 894-2011.
presents anywhere from four to
The
Orlando Opera fiveoriginalproductionsoverthe
Company's season runs from course of the year, beginning with
October through May. Students Septeinber's"RomeoandJuliet?"
receive substantial discounts on
During the show, audience
season subscriptions as well as members will be selected, cosmini-series packages.
turned and given basic lines to
This year, the company kicks memorize as a part of the cast..
off with Mozart's ''The Magic
. Admission prices vary from
Flute" and finishes with Leonard show to show, but are rarely over
Bernstein's "Candide." Single $5 a person. Call (407) 648-CXXH
perforrnancestudentdiscountsare forinfonnationonpricesorevents.
also available (except for ''The
UCFTheatre: lfyou'relookMagic Rute"). For further infor- ingforentertainmentwithoutleavmation, call 896-7664.
ing campus, the UCFTheatre ofTheatre Downtown: Located fers its own repertoire. Most of
on 2113 N. Orange Ave, Theatre the work features the talents of
Downtown is a nonprofit com- manyoftheuniversity'sperfonnmunity theater offering some off- ing arts students.
qeat live shows. The company
The season kicks off when
frequently offers late night fea- Stephen Soundheim 's musical
tures at only $5 a ticket. for the comedy"MerrilyWeRollAlong"
"mainstage"perfonnancesearlier runs Oct 18-26. Forinfonnation
in the evening, students present- and ticket prices, call the Theatre
ingcurrentIDpaytwodollarsless Department at 823-2861 or thethan the nonnal $1 Oprice.
box office at 82 3-2862.

COST CU I ·I EIS®
PUBLIX/ECKERD CENTER· 679·6766
university Blvd. & Dean Rd.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9am-8pm
9am-6pm
12 Noon-6pm

rl

--------r--------r-------I
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$6.95 Haircut

$19.95 Perm or
I Body Wave I
Appt. recom.

15% off all
Paul Mitchell
& Nexxus

Long hair &specialty
Wraps slightly extra

Haircare Products

Good through

II
II
I
I
I Good.thro:-igh I

Good through

9• 10•91 w/coupon

I

9• 10•91 w/coupon

(Reg. $7.95)
No appt. needed

I

9• 10•91 w/coupon

I

I

COST CUTTERSJCOST CUTTERSe!cOST CUTTERS•
( FAMILY HAIR CARE )

(FAMILY HAIR CARE )

(FAMILY HAIR CARE )

We're your style~ 1 We're your style~ I We're your style~
-......-- NOT GOOD WITH ANy_ __QJ]:IER OFFE8

SURVIVING ON A BUDGET

.fOODPICS
For.the incoming freshman and transfer students joining the UCF community this
·" term, you may be wondering about where the best places to eat and relax on campus are.
The Great Escapes: The culinary fair ranges from pancakes to burgers with a lot of
other greasy stuff in between. -Tue Deli section is especially good, but avoid the hardboiled eggs!
11
Patio Cafe: Grilled burgers, chicken and fish. Good stuff, if you 're in a hurry.
Tropical Oasis: Another multi-purpose dining room with one small difference:
students oflegal age can purchase a beeror a wine cooler. These beverages are espeeially
•yummy with the Oasis Eggwich.
·
The University Dining Room: A rich man's version of the student cafeteria, with the
only difference being a serving and waiter Staff. Of course, after a student has to survive
a boring lecture, the last thing they want to do is eat next to that long-winded professor.
The Wild Pizza: The MTV people's choice winner, the "Pizza" has a varied selection
of foods and beverages to consume. The funny thing is they don't serve pizza (just
kidding). The Pizza is also the best place to grab a few z's before, during or after class.
• Potpourri Cafe: ("Abandon all hope, yewho enter here"). The student cafe offers the
students many tasty treats. If your a fried food fanatic, this is your place. the Potpourri
Cafe'is the popular place to be, especially if you feel you 're a popµlar person.
., I hope some of these tips can help you along the way here at UCF.
Enjoy the tenn, folks! (remember when the final drop date is!).
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On-campus dining includes the Tropical Oasis, but beware because
this restaurant and others, like the Delicatessen, close at 2 p.m.

Credit Card Woes

"Now, as a college student, is the best time
to establish credit A Mastert:ard has reen
·= Jlfhlfb'.sPJi#i (iit>rn.~T:tirµfilver:Sity·~d'oo~m: lle#~·1*~lW-d¥.~n~W P.ta~,'il#i ~Mbi#z.:W.~i¢. =". ·. reserved in your name."
Oh boy, you think, as you read about this
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offer your mailman brought you.
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Tempting,
yes. Smart? Maybe not Although
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college is agood time to establish credit, many
students fill out their applications too quickly
. : S.#mJ.~.i#~ci$.~S.Wt$?h .~~~~t€h=:=:~%rkf:6:W!¥l~r~Y:6F~~ . ~~Javera: ·w·v.~rilijj~ : ®~WY: . ::· and do not take the time to find out what they
are getting themselves into.
It may sound exciting to have your own
credit card. You can buy new clothes, have
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ever, the benefits don't last ve:ry long if you
don't use your credit card wisely. Sayyou
receive a VISA with a $500 limit That may
·seem like a lot of money. But whether you
spend $50 or $250 of.that liinit, you will have
to start paying it off immediately.
What would you do ifyou got into a rough
financial situation and couldn't pay your
monthly bill? Notpayingyourbill eachmonth
is about the worst thing you can do.
If you do decid~ to get a credit card, don't
get in over your head. Try to use it for emergencies or for amounts you know you won't
have a problem paying back.
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for UCF
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SURVIVING UCF SPORTS

Sports in Central Florida
The 0-town Scene
Orlando may be knownnow for Mickey
Mouse and ·Shamu, but over the last 10
years the "City Beautiful" has developed
into a first-rate ' 1Sports Town." The future
looks bright for bringing in other big ticket
sports like professional baseball and more,
but what we have in the Central Florida
area now is enough to keep the most avid
sports fan satisfied.
The Orlando Magic: After two seasons in the league, the Magic have showed
they know how to put on an exciting show.
More then 15 ,000 fans fill the Orlando
Arena to see the likes of the Celtics, Lakers
and Bulls take on our boys. Individual game
tickets gofor$17, butforthe big games, you
mustbuyaheadifyoucangetticketsatall. The
team is very popular here in Orlando after
winning 31 games last season so don't expect
to buy tickets at the door on game day. For
tickets, call 649-3200.
The Orlando Thunder: The World
League of Arp.erican Football, fresh from
their inaugural season, will be back in town

next spring. The Thunder will host teams
from around the United States, Canada and
Europe in competing for the World Bowl
'92. Former University ofFlorida star quarterback Kerwin Bell leads the Thunder,
who play their home games in the Citrus
Bowl. Tickets ~ge from $9 to $27.
· The Orlando Sun Rays: Major league
baseball may not come to Orlando anytime
soon, but the SunRays, a Oass AA minor
league farm club of the Minnesota Twins,
offer the next best thing. Playing at Tinker
Field, in the shadow of the Citrus Bowl, the
Sun Rays provide family entertainment for
a sman price. For tickets, call 849-6346.
The Orlando Predators: Arena football hit Orlando this year and, despite stumbling through their first year in the league,
the team attracted crowds that nearly filled
the Orlando Arena game after game.
Predator's games are an incredible show
full of fireworks, cheerieaders, loud music
and action-packed football.
The season will not begin again until
next summer.

The hottest tickets next season, which starts in late fall, will be for
the Magic's two games against the Chicago Bulls at the q-rena.

UCF Sports Highlights: A brief summary ·
This is by no means a complete listing of
UCF sports, but it should give UCF sports
fans a general idea about the inside of the
"UCF Sports Scene."
Football: Last season, the Knights became the first team ever to make the playoffs in their first year in Division I-AA.
Although they lost eight starters on of-·
fense, they begin the year ranked No. 11.
UCF's season of 11 games (seven home,

four away) begins Saturday against Troy

State at the Citrus Bowl.
The Knights are coached by Gene McDowell, who has compiled a career record
at UCF of 42-28.
Soccer- UCF women's soccer team
begins action Sept. 10 against Mercer. Perennially ranked-among the best teams in
the nation, the Lady Knights finished last
season ranked No. 18.

The men's team open their season on the
road Sept 11 against Tampa. Forrnerl y a
top ranked program, the Knights are in the
middle of a rebuilding project.
V olleyball - The Lady Knights begin
their first year under Coach Laura Smith,
formerly the coach· at Dr. Phillips High
School. The volleyball team will play in the
Sun Belt conference after the merger earlier this year of the seven-team American .

South Conference.
Golf-The UCF's men'sgolfteam was
ranked in the top 10 last year and have
made the NCAA touinament the last two
years. Despite losing two of their top three \
players (Andrew Rice and Malcolm Joseph), the Knights do return Hans StromOlsen, theironlymedalistlast year(twice).
The women's team is also on the rise and
were ranked in the top 25 last year.
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